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About This Game

Trapped on a space station far above the earth is no picnic.
To escape you need to solve various puzzles and challenges.

Explore this zero gravity station and interact with your surroundings.
Hidden clues and braintesing puzzles await you.

Can you solve the puzzles and get home to earth?

Features:

Challenging puzzles with increasing difficulty.

Several rooms to explore aboard the space station.

Test yourself in a variety of logic puzzles.

Immersive environment.

Room-scale support.

Teleportation support.
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Full locomotion support.
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the easy mod is still to hard to most people

i think it can be more fun

by getting more idea

but be easyer. yeah and no: buggy, very buggy, BUT! the bugs are being resolved as we speak!. This game SERIOUSLY needs
some work on UI like holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665! Not only that it visually is not very pleasing - ALTHOUGH it has huge
potential as I like the concept of the game - it just needs some SERIOUS refining. Hopefully he doesnt run away with some
money.. you get a jet pack at all times that launches heat seeking rockets.. This game is a puzzle in every aspect: gameplay,
menus, story. At first I finish 3 archives before I realize that there is text behind them. Great time, if you like greedy
atmosphere and unique puzzles.
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Crashes every time after first mission?. Its Alright however for what you get it is not worth the money all you get is two skins.in
the market place they have 08 skins and they cost \u00a32.99(I dont know what is in dollars) It is just a scam DO NOT BUY.
Nice game! Hope to see Taikou 2 and 3 soon!. The tetris block part works well enough and I like the idea. However, I found the
rest of the game to be quite boring. The card game elements do not add anything. It's too random and not really helpful. The
combat is simple and fairly difficult, too difficult. Even with the cards I was always scrambling for health. You do not gain
health back easily.

Then when you finally finish that level you go to the next and nothing changes.

I do think this needs a Dungetris 2!. It's not one of the worst games I played but a mobile game port to the pc isn't really that
good, I don't recommend getting this game, well on the pc at least. This game is like a lighter version of 'Legend of Grimrock',
if you are interested in this game and have not played LoG yet, I recommend to play that first.
If you just want more like LoG, then this is for you.
The game is fine actually, the artwork is good, the music nice, the combat and story...eeeh, could be a whole lot worse..
Absolutely love this game. It's hard but not as hard as the trailer might make it look. The levels are very short and can be more
about memorizing patterns and executing(only for the hardest levels--there are easy ones). Music is awesome and the world they
built is really interesting. Some of the characters are quite profound. 10/10. Caliper is a 3D sokoban type of game that offers
complex puzzles with simple rules.
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